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When founded as Laboratorio
Radio Gemelli in 1947, Gemelli
SpA manufactured VHF radio

equipment for aeronautical and marine
applications. The company also pro-
duced the kit used by the Italian team
that first ascended to the summit of K2

(1954) and was chosen as the official
communication equipment for the 1960
Rome Olympics.

In the ’60s and ’70s, planes by
numerous Italian aircraft manufacturers
and Agusta Group helicopters were
equipped with its communication 
systems and since the early ’80s the com-
pany, headquartered in Canegrate (near
Milan), has concentrated on a large range
of aircraft intercom systems, currently its
widest product line. In recent years,
Gemelli has developed a full-duplex wire-
less intercom system for use aboard mil-
itary planes and operational helicopters

(for police and alpine rescue work, etc)
and by airport workers and aircraft carri-
er personnel.

Gemelli’s Active Noise Control Head
Sets and Helmet Audio Kits are the only
personal protection and communica-
tion products in the world using both
ANR (Active Noise Reduction) and
MANP (Microphone Active Noise
Processor) to meet the demanding com-
munication requirements.

In the company’s in-house R&D labs,
new products’ ability to reduce ambient
and intercom line noise is now tested in
a recently inaugurated semi-reverberant
room. This room hosts a sound rein-
forcement system by Italian audio man-
ufacturer Outline, and is able to recreate
the hostile conditions in which they will
be used.

The room, which has dimensions of
7x4.5x4.5m, was built by specialist firm
Alfakel of Montecchio Emilia. It features
a specially reinforced roof to support 
the suspended enclosures, and was 
constructed using two layers of the com-
pany’s A/45 100mm sound-absorbing
panels, each with two layers of miner-
al fibre, of different thickness and den-
sity, between its layers of sheet metal
and laminate.

Outline system engineer and tech sup-
port specialist Francesco Ferretti, respon-
sible for collecting and managing the large
amount of data involved in such a strate-
gic project, as well as site surveys and
inspection, was the firm’s interface with
the client. He describes the brief received
from Gemelli: “They required a system
able to ensure specific SPL and frequen-
cies with various electronically generated
and real (recorded) sound sources.”

Gemelli’s technical manager Tiziano
Ferrari explains in detail: “We work 
with noises covering a frequency range
of between 100Hz and 8kHz, and an SPL
of around 130-135dB, but the new 
system can reach 144dB. Tests are run
with electronically generated white and
pink noise and single frequencies, plus
real helicopters and planes recorded on
location by our staff.”

The Outline system, installed by GP
Tecnologie of Brescia, encircles the test
zone (a 2x1m rectangle in the centre of
the room) and consists of 12 full-range
three-way Tripla II 5040 1450W loud-
speaker enclosures, each featuring seven
speakers (the 3” compression driver and
the two 8” mid-range speakers are loaded
with square waveguides, while four 12”
woofers cover the bottom end). The rig 
is completed by four floor-installed
Subtech 218 compact dual 18” sub-
woofers (1,500W), powered by 11 T7 
two-channel PWM power amplifiers with
T Control Manager software and CHUB
amp on/off remote controller. Processing
is via two Genius 412 DSP units.

The system’s efficiency is controlled
by means of Audiomatica’s Clio FW meas-
urement hardware and Quality Control
software, used with a Gras 40BE pre-
polarised condenser measurement micro-
phone with relative 26CB preamplifer and
a Gras 42 AB 1 Sound Calibrator.

Ferrari continues: “Along with a Bruel
& Kjaer 4100-D head and torso simula-
tor and a pair of Bruel & Kjaer 4101
microphones, the software and acquisi-
tion system used for tests is Brüel &
Kjær’s PULSE noise and vibration analy-
sis platform.”
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A Bruel & Kjaer head and torso simulator sits alongside the Outline kit



simulation software to evaluate SPL in
relation to the enclosures’ time align-
ment. Ferretti adds: “We had to ensure
the system’s utmost reliability, as tests
foresee sonic reproduction at very high
levels for extended periods with a wide
frequency range and low crest factor, in
some cases with a great concentration of
energy in the mid and high frequencies.
The unusual aspect of the project was
that we had to meet precise parameters
with a powerful system that, on the 
contrary to normal projects, was used
exclusively in a nearfield context.”

The high intelligibility ensured by
Gemelli products has attracted consid-
erable international interest and, as well
as a collaboration programme with
Lockheed Martin for the development of
advanced fighter flight helmets and the
upgrade of large Russian helicopters’
intercom systems, the company’s clients
now include US, Greek, Turkish,
Singaporean, Malaysian and Austrian
armed forces. Q
www.alfakel.it

www.audiomatica.com

www.gemelli-aerocom.com

www.outline.it
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